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Super-resolution methods for facial image via representation learning scheme have become very effective
methods due to their efficiency. The key problem for the super-resolution of facial image is to reveal the la-
tent relationship between the low-resolution (LR) and the corresponding high-resolution (HR) training
patch pairs. To simultaneously utilize the contextual information of the target position and the manifold struc-
ture of the primitive HR space, in this work, we design a robust context-patch facial image super-resolution
scheme via a kernel locality-constrained coupled-layer regression (KLC2LR) scheme to obtain the de-
sired HR version from the acquired LR image. Here, KLC2LR proposes to acquire contextual surrounding
patches to represent the target patch and adds an HR layer constraint to compensate the detail information.
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Additionally, KLC2LR desires to acquire more high-frequency information by searching for nearest neighbors
in the HR sample space. We also utilize kernel function to map features in original low-dimensional space
into a high-dimensional one to obtain potential nonlinear characteristics. Our compared experiments in the
noisy and noiseless cases have verified that our suggested methodology performs better than many existing
predominant facial image super-resolution methods.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies→ Image representations; Vision for robotics; • Informa-

tion systems→ Multimedia content creation; • Security and privacy→ Social aspects of security and

privacy

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Face super-resolution, contextual patches, locality-constrained represen-

tation, coupled-layer representation
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1 INTRODUCTION

Multimedia information plays a very important role in life sciences [8, 13, 35]. Among them, the
images obtained from a surveillance camera are very important for social development [3, 10, 12,
30]. However, the photos obtained by the cameras are usually fuzzy and have low quality due
to the influence of some external factors such as noise and blur. Facial image super-resolution is
proposed to acquire synthesized high-quality faces from those low-quality ones [5, 7, 9, 14, 18, 31].

According to the research ways, the existing face super-resolution approaches could be cate-
gorized into learning-based and multi-frame synthesis-based algorithms. The methods based on
multi-frame reconstruction obtain consecutive multi-frame low-quality images with the analogi-
cal scene [15], then align the images according to datum points, and map the information to the
corresponding high-resolution (HR) grid to fulfill the HR image reconstruction. The method is
sensitive to the factors that affect the accuracy of registration, and the reconstruction results are
susceptible to noise, and so forth [2, 26]. Moreover, some scholars have proved that even under
ideal conditions such as accurate registration and no noise in the observed low-resolution (LR)
images, the algorithm still has insufficient complementary information when the reconstructed
image is magnified multiple times, even if the image frame is increased. This defect greatly lim-
its the development of multi-frame-based reconstruction methods. Therefore, the learning-based
algorithm has become an important solution.

Learning-based face super-resolution approaches use image prior knowledge to constrain or
guide the procedure of the super-resolution reconstruction, so as to gain high-quality facial images
from the low-quality ones [25, 27]. The face hallucination concept was first put forward by Baker
and Kanade [1]. Previous learning-based super-resolution approaches for facial images could be
usually classified into the global-based algorithms [17, 34] and the local-based algorithms [20, 32].
The global-based super-resolution methods can well maintain the global structure of the original
HR images [4, 33]. Also, the global-based methods have good robustness to noise, but the com-
putation is large and the recovery of details is poor. In order to obtain more detailed information
of face features, the local-based methods divide image into blocks according to positions. Super-
resolution reconstruction is performed for each face block, and finally HR image is obtained by
integrating position blocks.
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For instance, Mohamed et al. [29] presented a reconstruction method of facial images by consid-
ering the sparse prior. The approach assumed that the test patch can be linearly represented by an
over-complete dictionary. A simple yet powerful position-patch face super-resolution algorithm
was presented in [28]. To pursue locality and sparsity simultaneously, the authors of [20] designed
an effective locality-constrained representation (LcR) algorithm, which achieves good perfor-
mance on image reconstruction. Jiang et al. [19] proposed an iterative version of LcR, which keeps
the original data structure of HR image by searching the neighbors in HR training sample space,
and updates the HR block iteratively, so as to enhance the image quality. The authors of [21]
introduced the smooth sparse priors into the super-resolution process to ensure that analogous
training patches naturally have semblable local structure. The authors of [22] presented a context-
patch super-resolution scheme for facial images via a thresholding LcR method. This method in-
corporated contextual information of the position patch, which can have merit of working with
large patches. Rajput et al. [32] iteratively utilized locality with sparsity regularization term for
more reliable output. The authors of [6] presented a pioneering deep neural network–based super-
resolution method. After that, many deep learning–based models have been presented. Li et al. [24]
resorted to coarse-to-fine scheme and then proposed a two-branch face super-resolution frame-
work. A multi-scale residual network was utilized in [23] to take full advantage of the image fea-
tures in diverse scales.

The above-mentioned local-based methods have obtained promising super-resolution recon-
struction performance. However, these algorithms still have some drawbacks. For example, the
existing context-patch–based face super-resolution methods are all having the hypothesis that
the LR feature space has the coincident local structure with that in the corresponding HR space.
This will not be held anymore when the input LR images have noise. Also, they may also ig-
nore the underlying nonlinear similarity among samples, which will create advantages for the
computing of the more accurate representations. To tackle these problems, we propose a ker-

nel locality-constrained coupled-layer regression (KLC2LR) method for context-patch face
super-resolution in this article. Particularly, several contributions are made: (i) KLC2LR proposes
to utilize the contextual surrounding patches to represent the target patch, which will be severely
degraded in practical application scenes. (ii) KLC2LR utilizes the HR error term as a reconstruc-
tion constraint and searches the K nearest neighbors from the HR training samples for compensat-
ing the lost detailed high-frequency information. (iii) KLC2LR further maps the high-low resolu-
tion features into the high-dimensional space to acquire the nonlinear characters among samples.
Experimental tests on several facial image databases have confirmed the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of our presented method when compared with some existing facial image super-resolution
algorithms.

2 PROPOSED KLC2LR

2.1 Notations

In this article, the HR facial image training set is denoted as Xm

H
(m = 1, 2, . . . ,M ); M counts

the whole training set. The corresponding LR training set is denoted as Xm

L
(m = 1, 2, . . . ,M ).

YL represents a low-quality testing image. According to position information, we divide the LR
testing image, HR training samples, and LR training samples into overlapping patches, denoted as
yL (p), xm

H
(p), and xm

L
(p), respectively, where p denotes the patch position. Here, we introduce a

contextual framework to our method to add contextual information. We use surrounding blocks
to represent the p position block. XHC = [x1

HC
,x2

HC
, . . . .xN

HC
] and XLC = [x1

LC
,x2

LC
, . . . ,xN

LC
] are
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frequently used to express HR and LR context-patches corresponding to position p in the training
set. The constructions of the context-patches are the same as that in [22].

2.2 Problem Formulation

The previous local-based face super-solution methods usually focus on the position information
and ignore the contextual information which can both have advantages of local patches and large
patches. Here, we utilize the contextual patches around position p to replace this single patch. We
also add HR image information as a constraint to compensate the lost high-frequency details. For
simplicity, the position p in the following formula will be omitted. Our model is formulated as
follows:

J (w ) = ��yL − XLCw��2
2 +

��yH − XHCw��2
2 + λ‖Dw ‖22 , (1)

where w = [w1,w2, . . . ,wN ]T , and λ expresses the locality-constraint parameter. D is a diagonal
matrix and D = diag(d ), where vector d represents the similarity measures between the LR input
patch and those corresponding training ones, and diag(.) is a diagonalization operator. Since we
utilize context-patches to represent an input patch, the computational complexity increases. To
tackle this problem, we introduce the thresholding method into this model, which can reduce
the algorithm time and also can further improve the super-resolution accuracy. To capture the
nonlinear characteristics, kernel functionϕ is utilized to project the features into high-dimensional
feature space:

J (w ) = ���ϕ (yL ) − ϕ
(
XK

LC

)
w���

2

2
+
���ϕ (yH ) − ϕ

(
XK

HC

)
w���

2

2
+ λ ���D

Kw���
2

2
, (2)

where XK

LC
expresses the K nearest LR contextual patches, XK

HC
represents the corresponding HR

ones, and DK are the metrics between the LR test patch and the K nearest contextual ones. yH

represents a supporting HR patch, and its initial value can be estimated as follows:

J (ws ) = ���yL − XK

LC
ws

���
2

2
+ λ ���D

K

s
ws

���
2

2
. (3)

We search the nearest neighbor value in the original HR image space to retain the original data
structure, which can further deal with the problem of neglecting the high-frequency information:

DK

s
=
���y

H

ini
− XK

HC

���2
. (4)

Here, the value of the estimated HR image block yH

ini
can be acquired by the model in the for-

mula (3), where the similarity measure in the locality-constraint term denotes the Euclidean metric
between the acquired LR and the corresponding referenced ones.

2.3 Optimization

The optimal representation coefficient could be solved as follows:

min ���ϕ (yL ) − ϕ
(
XK

LC

)
w���

2

2
+
���ϕ (yH ) − ϕ

(
XK

HC

)
w���

2

2
+ λ ���D

Kw���
2

2
. (5)

By introducing the following auxiliary variables

h =

(
ϕ (yL )
ϕ (yH )

)
,G = �

�

ϕ
(
XK

LC

)
ϕ

(
XK

HC

) �
�
, (6)

the optimization problem (5) can be simplified as

min
w
‖h −Gw ‖22 + λ

���D
Kw���

2

2

s.t. 1
Tw = 1.

(7)
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The above Equation (7) is a regularized least square problem, whose proximate solution is

w∗ =
(
G + λD2

)
\ones(K , 1), (8)

where column vector ones(K , 1) has a size ofK×1 with all ones, the matrixG is denoted asG = ZTZ ,
and

Z =

(
ϕ (YL )
ϕ (YH )

)
− �
�

ϕ
(
XK

LC

)
ϕ

(
XK

HC

) �
�
, (9)

where ϕ (YL ) = [ϕ (yL ),ϕ (yL ), . . . ,ϕ (yL )], ϕ (YH ) = [ϕ (yH ),ϕ (yH ), . . . ,ϕ (yH )], ϕ (XK

LC
) =

[ϕ (x (1)
LC

),ϕ (x (2)
LC

), . . . ,ϕ (x (K )
LC

), and ϕ (XK

HC
) = [ϕ (x (1)

HC
),ϕ (x (2)

HC
), . . . ,ϕ (x (K )

HC
). By means of some

facile algebraic operations, matrix G could be computed by

G = ϕ (YL )T ϕ (YL ) + ϕ (YH )T ϕ (YH ) − ϕ (YL )T ϕ
(
XK

LC

)
−ϕ (YH )T ϕ

(
XK

HC

)
− ϕ

(
XK

LC

)T

ϕ (YL ) − ϕ
(
XK

HC

)T

ϕ (YH )

+ϕ
(
XK

LC

)T

ϕ
(
XK

LC

)
+ ϕ

(
XK

HC

)T

ϕ
(
XK

HC

)
.

(10)

In the high-dimensional feature space, the inter product of samples can be conducted by the ker-
nel function. Each term in formulation (10) has the similar form. For example, termϕ (YL )Tϕ (XK

LC
)

can be denoted as

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

k
(
yL,x

(1)
LC

)
k

(
yL,x

(2)
LC

)
. . . k

(
yL,x

(K )
LC

)
k

(
yL,x

(1)
LC

)
k

(
yL,x

(2)
LC

)
. . . k

(
yL,x

(K )
LC

)
...

...
. . .

...

k
(
yL,x

(1)
LC

)
k

(
yL,x

(2)
LC

)
. . . k

(
yL,x

(K )
LC

)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (11)

where symbol k denotes the kernel function.
Upon obtaining the optimal representation coefficients w∗, we can acquire the corresponding

HR patch as

yH = XK

HC
w∗. (12)

2.4 Face Super-Resolution via KLC2LR

Let Xm

L
and Xm

H
(m = 1, 2, . . . ,M ) express the training LR and corresponding HR face set, respec-

tively. The facial image super-resolution aims to acquire the desired HR face YH when observing
the corresponding LR test YL .

First, divide the observed LR test and each of the training samples into overlapped patchesyL (p),
xm

H
(p), and xm

L
(p). Denote the K nearest LR and HR contextual patches corresponding to the LR

input as XK

LC
= [x (1)

LC
,x (2)

LC
, . . . .x (K )

LC
] and XK

HC
= [x (1)

HC
,x (2)

HC
, . . . ,x (K )

HC
]. With regard to each ob-

served LR input yL (p), it can be represented as a linear weighted sum over the context-patches
that surround the LR training patch xm

L
(p) via KLC2LR. By maintaining the representation coeffi-

cients, the LR referenced patches are substituted using the related HR ones to acquire the desired
HR estimated image patch. Finally, the desired HR face could be acquired by means of combining
all the estimated pieces and then averaging the overlapping areas. The whole super-resolution
framework for facial image is depicted in Algorithm 1. The flowchart of our method is drawn in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of our method.

ALGORITHM 1: Super-resolve robust facial images via KLC2LR.

1: Input: Observed LR image YL , HR gallery set Xm

H
and the corresponding LR set Xm

L
(m =

1, 2, . . . ,M ). The parameters: λ, K , and σ .
2: Output: The super-resolved HR image YH .
3: Divide the HR training samples, LR training samples, and testing image into overlapping

patches: xm

H
(p), xm

L
(p), and yL (p), respectively.

4: for each LR input variable yL do

5: (a): Calculate the Euclidean metric between the yL and all context-patches XLC , and then
select the K most similar LR training patches:

6: D = ‖yL − XLC ‖22 .
7: (b): Compute the optimal representation coefficients w∗ with regard to the LR input yL by

KLC2LR, and update the representation coefficients according to formula (2).
8: (c): Construct the desired HR patch by
9: yH = XK

HC
w∗.

10: end for

11: Combine the whole super-resolved HR patches in the light of the corresponding position.

3 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

3.1 Dataset Description

Experimental results are obtained from the FEI1 and CAS-PEAL [11] face datasets to show the
superiority of our method. The FEI dataset includes 200 objects, and everyone provides two frontal
facial images. One is expressionless and the other is smile. 360 face samples are picked as the gallery
set and the remaining 40 samples as the query set. The original HR images have a size of 100 ×
120 pixels. By performing smoothing (the filter has a size of 4 × 4) and then the down-sampling
(with a factor of 4) operations on the primordial HR face samples, one can obtain those simulated
LR ones. Thus, the LR image has a size of 25 × 30. The CAS-PEAL database includes 1,040 objects;
we select the frontal images of 40 persons as the testing set and the remaining 1,000 frontal facial
images as the training set. The size of the example image in the CAS-PEAL database is 128 ×
112 pixels and the corresponding low-resolution one is 32×28 pixels. Samples from the FEI database
and the CAS-PEAL database can be seen in Figure 2.

1http://fei.edu.br/~cet/facedatabase.html.
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Fig. 2. The first row is examples from the FEI dataset and the second row is examples from the CAS-PEAL

dataset.

Fig. 3. The effect of the parameter λ on our method.

3.2 Parameter Settings

To obtain the best results of our method, we need to adjust the values of three arguments: the
locality-constraint parameter λ, the nearest neighbor size K , and the Gaussian kernel function
parameter σ . We choose PSNR and SSIM [16] values as the evaluation standard of our algorithm
performance.

3.2.1 The Influence of the Parameter λ. Fix parameters K and σ , adjust the values of λ. Figure 3
depicts the effect (in the form of PSNR and SSIM values) of various values of λ on our method.
In Figure 3, we could intuitively notice that the average quantitative indexes can attain the peak
when λ = 0.2 in the noiseless case. When the value of λ exceeds 0.2, the average quantitative
results start to decline. Thus, we set the value of λ as 0.2 in the noiseless case. Analogously, we
choose the value of λ as 0.6 in the noisy case.
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Fig. 4. The effect of the parameter K on our method.

Fig. 5. The effect of the parameter σ on our method.

3.2.2 The Influence of the Parameter K. Fix parameters λ and σ , and adjust the value of K .
Figure 4 plots the effect of the parameter K on our method. From Figure 4, we can observe that
the PSNR value achieves the peak when K = 300 in the noiseless case. When the value of K ex-
ceeds 300, the quantitative performance improvement tends to be gentle. As more similar patches
are selected, the computational complexity increases; we determine the value of K as 300 in the

ACM Transactions on Internet Technology, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 67. Publication date: May 2021.
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Table 1. Algorithm Results with Different Kernel Functions

Kernel function Linear Polynomial Gaussian
PSNR (dB) 30.67 30.74 30.88
SSIM 0.8660 0.8754 0.8783

Fig. 6. Some super-resolved examples on the FEI database in the noiseless case. The first to the tenth columns

are successively the input LR samples, reconstructed outputs of the LSR [28], LcR [20], LINE [19], SSR [21],

ISLcR [32], MSRN [23], TLcR [22], our KLC2LR, and the original HR images.

noiseless case for the consideration of balance between performance and complexity. While in the
noisy case, as more similar patches are selected, the PSNR and SSIM values tend to decline, because
more irrelevant patches are used. Thus, in the noisy case, we pick the value of K as 100.

3.2.3 The Influence of the Parameter σ . Fix parameters λ and K , and adjust the value of σ .
Figure 5 exhibits the effect (in the form of PSNR and SSIM values) of various σ on our approach.
From Figure 5, we can see that when the index of σ is greater than 2∧8, the variation of the objec-
tive values remains gentle, so we pick the value of σ as 2∧8 in the noiseless case. The PSNR and
SSIM values fluctuate but decrease as a whole in the noisy case, so we pick the value of σ as 2∧9.

3.2.4 The Influence of the Kernel Function k. Finally, we also show the performance of our
method using various kernel functions (Linear, Polynomial, and Gaussian kernel). The experimen-
tal settings are the same as the above sections. Table 1 lists the average objective performance of
our method with various kernel functions. We can apparently find that our designed regression

ACM Transactions on Internet Technology, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 67. Publication date: May 2021.
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Table 2. The Objective Compared Indexes

on the FEI Dataset in the Noiseless Case

Methods PSNR (dB) SSIM Year
LSR [28] 31.90 0.9032 2010
LcR [20] 32.75 0.9145 2014
LINE [19] 32.98 0.9176 2014
SSR [21] 32.64 0.9139 2017
ISLcR [32] 32.12 0.9072 2018
MSRN [23] 32.93 0.9174 2018
TLcR [22] 33.86 0.9336 2019
KLC2LR 34.18 0.9372 -

Fig. 7. Some Super-resolved examples on the CAS-PEAL dataset in the noiseless case. The first to the tenth

columns are successively the input LR samples, reconstructed outputs of the LSR [28], LcR [20], LINE [19],

SSR [21], ISLcR [32], MSRN [23], TLcR [22], our KLC2LR, and the original HR images.

algorithm together with Gaussian kernel function gains better performance than that using Linear
and polynomial kernel functions. Thus, we choose Gaussian kernel function in all our experiments.

3.3 Experimental Evaluations

We further perform extensive experiments to assess the superiority of our proposed KLC2LR by
comparing it with several existing face super-resolution methods: LSR [28], LcR [20], LINE [19],
SSR [21], MSRN [23], TLcR [22], and ISLcR [32].

ACM Transactions on Internet Technology, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 67. Publication date: May 2021.
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Fig. 8. Some super-resolved examples on the FEI dataset in the noisy case. The first to the tenth columns

are successively the input LR samples, reconstructed outputs of the LSR [28], LcR [20], LINE [19], SSR [21],

MSRN [23], TLcR [22], ISLcR [32], our KLC2LR, and the original HR images.

Table 3. The Objective Compared Indexes on the CAS-PEAL

Dataset in the Noiseless Case

Methods PSNR (dB) SSIM Year
LSR [28] 28.35 0.8960 2010
LcR [20] 28.96 0.9070 2014
LINE [19] 29.35 0.9115 2014
SSR [21] 29.04 0.9077 2017
ISLcR [32] 28.74 0.9015 2018
MSRN [23] 28.61 0.9017 2018
TLcR [22] 30.20 0.9288 2019
KLC2LR 30.54 0.9329 -

3.3.1 Super-Resolved Results in Noiseless Case. Some super-resolved results in the noiseless
case are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The reconstructed details of the LSR, LcR, LINE, SSR, and ISLcR
algorithms are satisfying, but the super-resolved images are smoother. In this case, for the MSRN
algorithm, the reconstruction of the eye contour and other details are not ideal. The reconstruction
details of our algorithm compared with the TLcR and IsLcR algorithms are not very obvious, but
the restoration of the local details has been improved. As revealed in Tables 2 and 3, in the FEI
face dataset, the superior improvements of our KLC2LR over the TLcR algorithm reach 0.32 dB

ACM Transactions on Internet Technology, Vol. 21, No. 3, Article 67. Publication date: May 2021.
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Fig. 9. Some super-resolved examples on the CAS-PEAL dataset in the noisy case. The first to the tenth

columns are successively the input LR samples, reconstructed outputs of LSR [28], LcR [20], LINE [19],

SSR [21], MSRN [23], TLcR [22], ISLcR [32], our KLC2LR, and the original HR images.

(according to the PSNR values) and 0.0036 (according to the SSIM values). In the CAS-PEAL face
dataset, the performance improvements reach 0.34 dB (according to the values) and 0.0041 dB
(according to the SSIM values). In all, the performance improvement of our KLC2LR scheme over
other compared methods is significant.

3.3.2 Super-Resolved Results in Noisy Case. It can be seen from the reconstructed samples in
Figures 8 and 9 that our algorithm has better noise immunity than the LSR, LcR, LINE, SSR, MSRN,
and TLcR algorithms. Because the MSRN algorithm ignores the prior knowledge of the facial image
structure, it is less robust to noise, and the recovered facial image results are poor. From Figures 8
and 9, we can also find that although the synthetic facial images of the ISLcR algorithm have
almost smoother face contour, some fine details in the eyes, mouths, and noses around are lost. In
contrast, the local details of the edge part of the facial images are better restored by our algorithm.
The objective comparison results in Tables 4 and 5 also evaluate the efficiency of our method in
the noisy case.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a KLC2LR method is presented for robust context-patch face super-resolution task.
The proposed KLC2LR method not only efficiently utilizes the contextual information, but also uses
a high-resolution layer as a constraint to compensate the lost high-frequency detail information.
Furthermore, we utilize the kernel trick to project the feature into the high-dimensional variable
space to acquire the underlying nonlinear characteristics. Experiments on the two representative
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Table 4. The Objective Compared Indexes on the FEI

Dataset in the Noisy Case

Methods PSNR (dB) SSIM Year
LSR [28] 29.40 0.8286 2010
LcR [20] 29.98 0.8455 2014
LINE [19] 29.92 0.8428 2014
SSR [21] 30.26 0.8633 2017
MSRN [23] 28.72 0.7778 2018
TLcR [22] 30.12 0.8493 2019
ISLcR [32] 30.45 0.8783 2018
KLC2LR 30.88 0.8799 -

Table 5. The Objective Compared Indexes on the CAS-PEAL

Dataset in the Noisy Case

Methods PSNR (dB) SSIM Year
LSR [28] 27.14 0.8465 2010
LcR [20] 27.60 0.8597 2014
LINE [19] 27.80 0.8620 2014
SSR [21] 27.85 0.8721 2017
MSRN [23] 26.42 0.7981 2018
TLcR [22] 28.04 0.8669 2019
ISLcR [32] 27.89 0.8814 2018
KLC2LR 28.44 0.8854 -

face databases under noisy and noiseless conditions have verified that our proposed KLC2LR is
robust to noise and also yields obvious superiority over existing face super-resolution approaches.

In practical industrial scenes, the pose and misalignment variations also cannot be overlooked.
In our future work, we will introduce some face structure priors into the deep network together
with the denoising methods to robustly reconstruct the real-world facial images.
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